The College of Liberal and Fine Arts offers the following graduate degrees and certificates:

**Department of Anthropology [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/anthropology/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/anthropology/)**
- Master of Arts in Anthropology [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/anthropology/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/anthropology/#degreestext)
- Doctor of Philosophy in Anthropology [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/anthropology/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/anthropology/#degreestext)

**Department of Communication [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/communication/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/communication/)**
- Master of Arts in Communication [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/communication/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/communication/#degreestext)

**Department of English [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/)**
- Master of Arts in English [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/#degreestext)
- Doctor of Philosophy in English [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/#degreestext)
- Graduate Certificate in Creative Writing [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/#certificatestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/#certificatestext)
- Graduate Certificate in Rhetoric and Composition [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/#certificatestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/english/#certificatestext)

**Department of History [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/history/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/history/)**
- Master of Arts in History [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/history/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/history/#degreestext)

**Department of Modern Languages and Literatures [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/modernlanguagesliteratures/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/modernlanguagesliteratures/)**
- Master of Arts in Spanish [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/modernlanguagesliteratures/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/modernlanguagesliteratures/#degreestext)
- Graduate Certificate in Linguistics [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/modernlanguagesliteratures/#certificatestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/modernlanguagesliteratures/#certificatestext)
- Graduate Certificate in Translation and Interpreting Studies [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/modernlanguagesliteratures/#certificatestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/modernlanguagesliteratures/#certificatestext)

**Department of Philosophy and Classics [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/philosophy/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/philosophy/)**
- Master of Arts in Philosophy [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/philosophy/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/philosophy/#degreestext)

**Department of Political Science and Geography [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/politicalscienceandgeography/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/politicalscienceandgeography/)**
- Master of Arts in Geography and Environmental Sustainability [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/politicalscienceandgeography/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/politicalscienceandgeography/#degreestext)
- Master of Arts in Global Affairs [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/politicalscienceandgeography/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/politicalscienceandgeography/#degreestext)
- Master of Arts in Political Science [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/politicalscienceandgeography/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/politicalscienceandgeography/#degreestext)

**Interdisciplinary School for Engagement in Humanities and Social Sciences [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/humanitiesandsocialsciences/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/humanitiesandsocialsciences/)**
- Graduate Certificate in Latin American Studies [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/humanitiesandsocialsciences/#certificatestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/humanitiesandsocialsciences/#certificatestext)

**School of Art [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/artandarthistory/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/artandarthistory/)**
- Master of Fine Arts in Art [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/artandarthistory/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/artandarthistory/#degreestext)
- Master of Arts in Art History [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/artandarthistory/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/artandarthistory/#degreestext)

**School of Music [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/)**
- Master of Music [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/#degreestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/#degreestext)
- Graduate Certificate in Instrumental Performance [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/#certificatestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/#certificatestext)
- Graduate Certificate in Music Pedagogy [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/#certificatestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/#certificatestext)
- Graduate Certificate in Music Theory Pedagogy [(http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/#certificatestext)](http://catalog.utsa.edu/graduate/liberalfinearts/music/#certificatestext)